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I believe we all have had the feeling and
the experience of pride. Pride if used in the
right context can be a good thing, but pride
can turn into a very bad thing, and it can lead
to a bad end. The Holy Scriptures tells us that
pride leads us to a path of destruction.
We are told from childhood to take pride
in what we do, to be proud of our family, to be
proud to be an American, and to be proud of
our heritage. I would say that this type of
pride could be beneficial for us and for
society. It’s when we take it a step too far that
we get into trouble.
An example of taking pride too far can be
observed in the martial arts. I have seen it
happen when gifted athletes make it their goal
to be better than anyone else in their field,
and are overly concerned with winning
competitions.
Kwan Chang Nim gives us advice on
going to a Championship. He teaches us to
go with the proper attitude. Not to go with the
idea of defeating others, but to go to test
yourself, to be the best you can be. In the
seven tenets pride is not mentioned, but

humility is.
In our culture today, humility is not at the
top of most people’s lists. What we get from
the media is more “in your face” than anything
else. We have been labeled the “Me
Generation.” Many of us have been told since
childhood to “stand on our own two feet;” we
have been told not to “walk in anyone else’s
shadow.”
The culture of Tang Soo Do has a long
history going back two thousand years. Part
of that culture talks about “sitting by a
teacher.” This refers to the tradition of
submitting oneself to a lifetime of humility, of
accepting correction from a mentor. No
matter what rank one achieves within our
Association, this holds true.
To be a complete martial artist, one must
accept humility as part of the philosophy. It is
much more desirable to be the best you can
be, rather than to be concerned with rising
above others. It takes a much stronger
warrior to live a life of humility, than to be
caught up in the game of being number one.

Vaughn’s Dojang WTSDA HQ Brick Campaign
By John Collins, Cho Dan Bo
This spring, Vaughn’s Dojang sponsored
a special World Tang Soo Do Headquarters
Brick Campaign to raise money for the
building of our Headquarters on the site
recently purchased near Lancaster, PA.
As you know, the WTSDA Foundation
has been selling “bricks” to raise money for
the building fund. At tournaments and Black
Belt testings, you’ve probably seen the table
where you can buy a brick for $40, which will
be engraved with your name and placed in a
wall in the eventual headquarters building.
Vaughn’s students have purchased many
bricks over the years to support this effort.
Sah Bum Nim decided to have a special
drive to really see what we could do, as a

school, in a short period of time. Over the
three months of the drive, Vaughn’s students
purchased approximately 70 bricks, and the
studio matched that number through an
anonymous donor, and together we sent close
to $4,000 to Kwan Chang Nim toward the
building fund.
Kwan Chang Nim responded with a letter
of thanks to everyone in the studio. Special
thanks to Mr. Altiere, for spearheading the
drive, Dr. Jaffe, Linda Huller, Cassie Huller,
John Collins, on the brick committee, and to
all Vaughn’s instructors for encouraging
participation. Vaughn’s may have it’s own
“wall” at the new HQ! Thanks very much to all
who donated.
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Adult Black Belt Camp
By Nick Lucas, E Dan
This year was my first Adult Black
Belt Camp. I had been told that it was
different than Youth Camp and after
getting through the weekend, I would
agree that it was different, but a good
different. Friday night we began camp
with two lectures. Master Homschek gave
the first lecture on integrity. He described
what he felt integrity was because many
martial artists use the word but do not
truly understand its meaning. Master
Strong (from Alabama) gave the second
lecture. He traveled up for the weekend
because Kwan Chang Nim could not be at
camp. It was quite a treat to have him
there and was probably the first time
many of us in Region 8 have seen him.
His topic was culture. He began by
pointing out that we, as Tang Soo Do
practitioners, have a special culture
unique to only us. No one else can
understand the feelings we have when we
train together. He said that we could
explain it to others in great detail, but
unless they are there with us they will not
fully grasp this concept. It was an
interesting lecture, and I know that when
we left the gym most of us agreed with
him.
Many of the students from Vaughn’s
Dojang were rooming in the same
dormitory building on the same floor. We
probably occupied at least half of the
rooms in the one hallway. The students
from our Dojang usually stick together,
and this same theory held true at camp.
After the lectures on Friday we all went to
a local restaurant and relaxed. It was
great to see everyone together, laughing,
joking, and having a good time. We went
back to the campus before it got too late,
but I think we congregated in our hallway
pretty late into the night. It seemed like
none of us wanted to be the first to go get
to bed. Instead, we were perfectly
content standing in the hallway talking.
This might seem odd, but that bond that
Master Strong had mentioned in his
lecture is the same one that kept us out in
the hallway late into the night.
The next morning I woke to people
talking in the hallway. I bet you can take
one guess as to who that was... all of the
Vaughn’s students. Both mornings Mr.
Luneau had the coffee brewing in his
room at 5:30. I walked out into the
hallway and went two doors down to
where the loudest noise was coming from.
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There stood everyone in the Luneaus’
room, chatting away, as if they had not
stopped chatting the night before. Once
we got ready we walked over to the gym
together and most of us stood near each
other during our Ki Kong session. After Ki
Kong, we left the gym. Some of us went
to eat breakfast while others got
showered. Either way, most of the
Vaughn’s students crowded around two
long sets of tables and ate breakfast
together. We went back to the dorm
rooms to put on our dobohks and waited
for everyone in the hallway before we
walked out to the field. By now, the trend
should be apparent.
The morning workout was pretty
grueling. We broke into groups to work
on hyungs specific to our rank and then
joined back together for hyungs and basic
drill. It was a tough workout and you
could see the strain on everyone’s face.
We were sweating profusely under the hot
sun, putting forth all of our energy in each
technique, pushing ourselves to see how
far we could go. Just when you felt you
were about to give up the energy of the
group picked you back up. None of us
quit because we could not quit. We, as a
group, pulled ourselves together and got
through the workout. The spirit of the
group carried everyone until the end. And
when we finished the workout we felt
awesome. We were tired, but it was a
good tired because we had a sense of
accomplishment. I do not think everyone
felt they were capable of enduring those
exercises. After that workout, it felt as if
we were all connected and were closer
than we were before the workout. This is
exactly what Master Strong was talking
about. We could try and explain this to
others and some would think we were
crazy. We could try and explain that
unique feeling we get after the hard
workout, but they still would not
completely understand.
We broke for lunch and again all of
the Vaughn’s students were found at the
same two tables. Even though we had
just been put through a hard work out, our
spirits were high. Everyone was still
smiling, laughing, and enjoying each
other’s company. After lunch we were
allowed to pick which sessions we would
take. It was a hard choice because each
one seemed really interesting. The first
one I chose was Master Vaughn’s and

Master Hull’s Il Soo Sik Hand. They
taught us some interesting defenses,
locks, and throws to use when being
attacked. Next, I took Master Robinson’s
Ho Sin Sul. He had a different approach
on our 30 self-defense techniques and
showed how to add onto them in order to
be more effective. Finally, I took Master
Britt’s Edge Weapon Defense and learned
a few new ways to defend against a knife
attack. I learned a lot in each session and
enjoyed the training. We left the field for
showers and dinner. Of course, we all sat
together once again.
There were three more lectures on
Saturday night. Each one was
informative. All three topics I had never
been lectured on before. The first was on
legal ramifications of martial arts, the
second on community service, and the
third was on living a positive life. Each
one left us with something to think about.
After the lectures it was time for the
annual Gong Show. Since it was my first
camp, I had no idea what to expect. What
we got was a handful of laughs and a
good time. Everyone that was there had
fun watching the acts, Masters included.
That type of entertainment is hard to find.
After the Gong Show we were excused
from the gym and most of the Vaughn’s
students went to another local restaurant
together. Just like the night before, it was
an enjoyable time. I would venture to say
that we are privileged, as Vaughn’s
Dojang members, because everyone in
our Dojang is easy to get along with.
After relaxing and chatting for a couple
hours we left the restaurant and went
back to the dorms to talk some more.
Sunday morning we followed the
same routine we did the day before. A
couple of us went to practice for the
graduation ceremony while others chose
another session to participate in and then
did group hyungs with Master Strong.
After the Dan presentation we sadly
walked back to the dorms to gather our
belongings. I know that I did not want to
leave camp because it was an experience
I wish I could have more often. Adult
camp is indeed different from youth camp,
but there was one thing I found in
common. The camaraderie we feel when
we train together and the camaraderie we
have with our fellow Vaughn’s Dojang
members never change.
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Ki Gong and Complementary and Alternative Medicine
By Liz Francis, Sam Dan
methodologies, the evaluation is not as
rigorous as that required by the Western
scientific community. Therefore,
consumers and practitioners of alternative
or complementary therapies must use
common sense and the guidance of
qualified practitioners before embarking
on any new therapies. One’s medical
Complementary and Alternative
doctor should always be consulted prior to
Medicine, or CAM, is currently used by
changing or adding a therapy. “Buyer
62% of the population in the United
Beware!” is the watch word when
States. What is CAM? CAM covers any
evaluating a new therapy. If the
practice or therapy that is not in the
treatments or practices are presented as
mainstream of Western medicine, but
a miracle cure, a mystery cure, or if
purports to have a benefit to an
someone wants money up front, one
individual’s health. CAM runs the gamut
should be skeptical.
from Ki Gong, to prayer, to bee sting
therapy. In 1999 the Secretary of Health
One particular area that I feel offers a
and Human Services signed the
large benefit to many is in the area of
organizational change memorandum
mind-body medicine, which would include
creating the National Center for
the practice of Ki Gong. Mind-body
Complementary and Alternative Medicine medicine utilizes the interactions among
(NCCAM). This is an office of the
the brain, mind, body, and behavior. The
National Institutes of Health created to
focus is on the way that emotions, mental
study CAM.
state, and a person’s social and spiritual
There are many treatments that come lives affect health. The mind-body
connection as it relates to medicine and
under the moniker of CAM. Though
health was discussed by Hippocrates in
studies are conducted on various CAM

400 BC, but during the 16th and 17th
centuries scientists separated the body
and the spirit. Though research
describing the mind-body connection in
healthcare can be found, most noticeably
to laymen as the placebo effect, serious
study has not occurred until relatively
recently. Physical mechanisms for the
mind-body connection have been seen in
studies in which the central nervous
system affects the immune, endocrine,
and autonomic functions in humans and
animals.
There are many multi-component and
multi-modal mind-body interventions and
approaches that have shown efficacy on
disease, pain disorders, and mental
health. The largest benefit of these
techniques is the relatively low risk to
physical and emotional health. Ki Gong,
as we practice in the World Ki Gong Club,
is a mind-body CAM approach to
improved health. Under the guidance of
Sah Bum Nim and Kwan Chang Nim we
can practice Ki Gong to improve our
health and well-being in a safe and
enjoyable way.

Testing Your Knowledge...
By Frank Altiere, Sam Dan

Anatomy
Match the Korean term to the correct English term

3.____ Chin

c. Pahl Koop

4.____ Foot

d. Bahl

5.____ Philtrum

e. Moo Roop

6.____ Forehead

f. In Choong

7.____ Neck

g. I Ma

8.____ Waist

h. Tuck

9.____ Knee

i. Dwi Gum Chi

10.___ Heel of Foot

j. Mok

5.f

6.g

7.j

8.a

9.e

10. i
Dragons Den

4.d

b. Da Ri

3.h

2.____ Elbow

2.c

a. Hur Ri

Answers: 1.b

1. ___ Leg
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Youth Black Belt Camp
By Jenn Luneau, E Dan
On June 10th, 11th, and 12th, all Cho Dan Bo and Black Belt youth came together for a weekend-long clinic.
Students came from all over the region to learn new skills and techniques. Along with learning new things, children that
tested in the April Dan test received their belts or stripes. From our studio Josh Lucas, Kelley Newman, Lauren Luneau,
and myself all received their 2nd Dan.
Have an awesome summer!

Fun Events This Year
By Lauren Luneau, E Dan
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Vaughn’s Dojang has participated in several community service activities during the past few months. Some of these are
highlighted on this and the following two pages.

A Yearly Tradition Continues
By Erica Papp, Cho Dan Bo
On May 14, 2005, members of Vaughn’s Dojang gathered at the Valley Forge Freedoms Foundation to continue their annual
tradition of cleaning the Pennsylvania Medal of Honor site. Joining them was a special “guest of honor,” Mr. David Dolby of
Norristown, Pennsylvania. Mr. Dolby, a dear friend of Master Vaughn’s, was awarded our nation’s highest military honor in 1966
during the Vietnam War “for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of life above and beyond the call of duty.”
The outline of Mr. Dolby’s heroism and a copy of his
Medal of Honor Citation, which was presented by President
Lyndon B. Johnson, can be found in its entirety at
http://www.mishalov.com/Dolby.html. It proudly states, “His
actions of unsurpassed valor during four hours of intense combat
were a source of inspiration to his entire company, contributed
significantly to the success of the overall assault on the enemy
position, and were directly responsible for saving the lives of a
number of his fellow soldiers. Sgt. Dolby’s heroism was in the
highest tradition of the U.S. Army.”
It was a pleasure to see the pride on his and Master
Vaughn’s faces as the team from Vaughn’s Dojang scurried
about the site raking leaves and picking up branches. Studio
members also helped by cleaning the plaques of the soldiers who
fought for our freedom. The plaques were cleaned with one
person spraying them with cleaner and another wiping off the
dirt. Each plaque was cleaned the same
way as the one before, using the same
amount of care and respect.
A lot of people, young and
old…er, put a good deal of hard work into
cleaning the site. Pickup trucks were
used to haul the debris away and
younger folks, exercising some creative
ingenuity, loaded tarp after tarp with
leaves and hauled them away on foot. In
all, cleaning the site took a lot of effort
and required a good deal of teamwork
and discipline which are regularly taught
and practiced in our studio. After the job
was completed and the site shone
brightly and had the crispness of a freshly
pressed Army dress uniform, many
members of the group
headed off for a well
deserved lunch. In all it
was a very good day and
the value of community
service and “Loyalty to
Country” was once again
demonstrated proudly by
the members of Vaughn’s
Dojang.
TANG SOO!!

Dragons Den
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Pottstown & Malvern Parades
By Lisa Collins, Cho Dan
This past June, Vaughn’s Dojang was well
represented at both the Malvern and Pottstown
Memorial Day parades. These parades are a
great opportunity to show support for our troops,
pride in our nation, and of course, gratitude to
our veterans. This was our first year
participating in the Pottstown Parade, and
Master Vaughn was proud of the large turnout
who arrived to march. At Malvern, several
pauses were made during the march to perform
some concise but impressive demonstrations,
and the parade ended with memorable
speeches by a few highly decorated veterans.
Besides being a lot of fun, events like the
Pottstown and Malvern Parades let us show our
patriotism and pride in our Dojang, and even
give us a chance to display our martial arts
skills. Hopefully, more and more people will
participate in these parades in the years to
come.

Support Our Troops
Please support the troops and donate items for our soldiers. A collection
effort is currently underway at the Dojang, continuing through Labor Day.
Please see the flyer in the Dojang outlining the details or ask your instructor for
more information.

More parade pictures on next page
Dragons Den
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Demonstrations at Malvern
Memorial Day Parade

Relay for Life
By Liz Francis, Sam Dan
Cancer has affected all of us, as caregivers, as family members, and as friends. The Relay for Life is an event sponsored by
the American Cancer Society to raise money for cancer research. The Vaughn’s team, known as TSD Family, had their relay at
the Pottsgrove High School on June 4 and 5. In an act of solidarity and love, team members walked the track for 24 hours from
10 am Saturday to 10 am Sunday. The first lap consisted of cancer survivors; the second, cancer patient caregivers. These first
laps were very moving and bittersweet events. Though any survivor of cancer is overjoyed to be a survivor, every person there
was thinking of those who were not there. As a caregiver, I walked in the second lap with my son Tony, a cancer survivor. I was
so glad to be there with my son, yet the memories and emotions of that time, memories from almost a decade ago, are still very
strong ….they still bring tears to my eyes, as they did to many of us as we walked.
Our team captains were Lori Papp and Lauren Luneau. They worked tirelessly for months, organizing, attending meetings,
and fund-raising. Thank you Lori and Lauren!!! Thanks to their work and the support of the team, TSD Family was able to donate
over $1,000 to the over $500,000 that the Pottstown Relay for Life was able to raise.
The Relay for Life is like a festival. This year’s theme was an international one. Each team selects a country and, of course,
TSD Family picked South Korea. Our campsite was decorated with this theme in mind. We built and decorated a pagoda
(including an Um/Yang that lit up at night on the top) for our campsites. The young people on our team painted many colorful
banners that we hung throughout our site. There was one with the Black Dragons symbol, another with “Love is Our Strongest
Weapon” and Tang Soo Do in Korean, to name a few. The piece de resistance was a needlepoint Korean Flag that was created
through the efforts of many team members. There were activities and entertainment during the entire event. The Demo Team
performed on Saturday and we did Ki Gong on Sunday morning.
All in all, it was an overwhelming success. Hope to see you there next year!!!!!

Dragons Den
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The Demo Team Girly-Girl
By Madeline Kearney, 5th Gup
Let me start by introducing myself. I’m
Madeline Kearney, a fifteen-year-old
attending Methacton High School (I will be a
sophomore in September 2005). I’m your
typical All-American teenage girly-girl. I love
hanging out with friends, I love the color pink,
I drive my parents crazy, and I’m counting
down the days until my sixteenth birthday
when I will get my driver’s permit (hopefully
June 8th, 2006). I know what you are
thinking—not the type of girl to sign herself up
for demo team, but guess what…I did.
I started doing regular karate in 2003
and I’m now a green-brown belt. I was
definitely not looking forward to joining, but
my parents forced me to. I am in Mrs.
Francis’ Tuesday and Thursday evening
classes. If you walk in during a class when
we are doing bongs I would stick out because
my bong is lime green with pink polka dots.
Again, you are thinking not the type who
would sign themselves up for the demo team.
It started out as a typical karate class.
I was zoned out while Jess Sidhu and Lauren
Luneau were talking about Jess joining the
demo team. My attention was caught when I
heard the word “California.” Lauren was
telling Jess that the demo team would be
going to California. That was when I decided
I was going to join the demo team. I love
California (even though I’ve never been
there) and The O.C.’s theme song “California
Here We Come” was playing over and over
again in my head.
I went to my first demo team class on
Saturday at one o’clock and that was when I
realized it wasn’t going to be as easy as
regular class. We started to learn a new form
immediately and the class was fast paced
compared to the usual, but I liked it.
I went to a couple more classes and I
decided I really like the demo team. I like
working with people my own age and I like
how the forms have themes to go with them.
I really have fun at the Saturday class. I can’t
wait to compete.
If you don’t believe me when I say
demo team is fun, you should. This is coming
from me, a typical teenager. Next year, if you
are eligible and want to join the demo team I
would highly recommend it to you.
I’m going to leave you with a portion of
the lyrics from The O.C. theme song:
We've been on the run
Driving in the sun
Looking out for #1
California here we come
Right back where we started from

By Ali Williams, E Dan
Oh, so you think you know about demos
And what it takes to win it?
You think you know about creativity?
Do you think you can bring it?
You think you know Tang Soo Do,
And how to put your heart in it?
Let me tell you how to squeeze
A year into five minutes.

A demo is more than
Some splashy fight scenes.
A couple new forms
And some breaking routines.
We take this thing serious
This ain’t just a scheme.
This is real life, baby!
Not some movie on screen

A year is what it takes,
Shedding blood, sweat and tears.
To make just five minutes,
Where you hope in your prayers
At the end of it all
That somebody cares.
That you have lit a spark
And your audience cheers.

Our parents signed us up
To give us a new start.
And we sacrifice a lot,
To practice this art.
We do this to show you
That we all serve a part.
To contribute to something
We love deep in our heart.

You take a group of young people
And you give them a dream.
You take fifteen lonely souls
And make them a team.
You start with technique
Then develop a theme.
You put it all together
And discover power supreme.

We give thanks to our instructors
For teaching us Tang Soo Do.
We give thanks to our parents,
Cause they forced us to go.
We give thanks to our audience
Hope you enjoyed the show.
We got five more minutes to fill
And another year to go.

Our instructors and peers
Are here to remind us,
That we have two thousand years
Of history behind us.
They say, “Do not let our fears,
Or ego trips blind us.”
Let everyone hear
that Tang Soo Do binds us.

California!
Here we come! ☺
Dragons Den
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The Instructor’s Sacred Trust
By David Bauer, Cho Dan
with John Collins
Tang Soo Do has caused many
good things in my life. It has helped
me be disciplined at my job, and has
made me more confident and more
polite to other people.
I know Tang Soo Do does good
things for many other people, too, and
I see it in every Special Dragons class
I attend. Now that I am an assistant
instructor, I think about the awesome
responsibility that role places on me. I
began my Tang Soo Do training
several years ago, here in
Pennsylvania, with Master Vaughn.
But how did Tang Soo Do get here?
I am very grateful to Master
Vaughn, but I know I must be grateful
to many, many other people, too. I am
grateful to the Hwa Rang warriors who
lived centuries ago in Korea for giving
us the Codes and Tenets to live by. I
am grateful to all of their followers who
kept their traditions alive through the
centuries, often through times of
foreign occupation and persecution. I

am grateful to Hwang Kee, J. C. Shin’s
master, for training Kwan Chang Nim.
I am grateful to Kwan Chang Nim for
bringing this wonderful art to the
United States, and for training Master
Vaughn.
I am grateful to Master Vaughn for
training Mr. White, and to Mr. White for
training Mr. McNally. I’m grateful to
those instructors who came after Mr.
McNally, including the Durkins, Mrs.
Hov, and now Dr. Painter and Mr.
Adams. And now I am helping instruct
our Special Dragon students.
When I think about this, I think
about the awesome responsibility I
have to listen to my instructors, to train
hard, and to make sure I remember
both the Tang Soo Do techniques I
have been taught and the codes and
tenets so I can pass them on to future
students of Tang Soo Do, which I hope
continues for many more centuries.
A hundred years from now, Tang
Soo Do students will not know who

David Bauer was. But I now know I
have been charged with the
safekeeping of our art and I know I will
have played some small part in making
sure it is available to those students in
a hundred years. This is the sacred
trust of the Tang Soo Do instructor. It
may not seem like it sometimes, but all
Tang Soo Do instructors everywhere
are important stewards of a very great
gift which continues to be given over
and over again year after year. Thank
you, instructors! I am grateful!

Bring Your Parents Night at the Pottstown YMCA
By Marie Moore, Cho Dan Bo
A special event took place a
few months ago at Vaughn’s
Dojang II in the Pottstown YMCA.
It was a “Bring your parents night.”
Students were invited to bring their
parents, grandparents, or spouse
to learn about self-defense.
Andrew Delena, Kyle Moore,
and David Moore ran class for the
children, both Mr. Powells worked
with the men, and Mrs. Powell and
Mrs. Moore worked with the
women.
The session began with
discussion about statistics and how
to avoid being an easy target.
Being aware of your surroundings

Dragons Den

and the way you carry yourself are few adults returned for the second
session that week.
important. It is also essential to
trust your instincts – or “gut
feelings.” Many times people try to
rationalize these gut feelings, or
instincts, away because they
cannot consciously figure out what
is causing them. It is extremely
important, however, that we
nurture this instinct and always
listen to it.
The adults then practiced
yelling, walking with awareness
and confidence, basic strikes, and
some escape techniques. All in all
it was a successful event.
Feedback was positive and quite a
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E Dan Essay
By Kristin Nolan Winsko, Cho Dan
Typically, Black Belt class ends with
a brief meeting officiated by Master
Vaughn. He discusses important
announcements, upcoming events, and
any other information he would like the
Black Belts to know. Recently, Master
Vaughn spent the time discussing
something a little more philosophical; he
discussed the “warrior spirit” and what it
means to be a Black Belt. He said
something that would turn out to be
fortuitous with later events. Unaware
that I was sent a letter stating I met the
minimum time requirements necessary to
test for E Dan, and I would be assessed
at the next maintenance test, I listened to
Master Vaughn’s declaration that “a
Black Belt changes the world wherever
[she] goes.” This is a fact, evident in the
behavior and attitude of a Black Belt.
Master Vaughn’s comments that night
have become entangled in my thoughts
since he made them. They have been
entangled with the question of whether I
have learned the lessons needed to grow
into an E Dan.
After the meeting Dr. Rosenkrans
handed me the envelope; the envelope
that let me know I might earn the right to
test in September for a promotion. I did
not expect it. Certainly, the time I have
spent away from the dojang during the
school year would have slowed down my
progress. Certainly, my inability to
dedicate as much time and energy as I
would like into my training while in law
school would mean that I could not test.
Certainly, I have not spent enough time
working on things to have demonstrated
the necessary improvement to earn the
promotion. Thoughts like this raced
through my mind as I drove home.
Then Master Vaughn’s comments
began to race through my mind. I
thought that while a Black Belt changes
the world around her, a Black Belt’s
continued training does something to the
Black Belt holder. Contrasting Master
Vaughn’s statement, and possibly more
importantly, earning the right to wear the
belt itself changes the person wearing it.
Master Vaughn talked about how
new Black Belts, for a time after being
promoted, carry themselves differently.
They might hold their head a little higher,
stand up straighter, or think of their
recent promotion in dark moments and it
lightens the day. I still feel that way. So
I wondered, have I learned enough to
test for E Dan?
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Ever since receiving my Black Belt I
have had the notion in the back of my
mind that one day I would hopefully be
promoted to E Dan. Actually, I have had
in the back of my mind that my goal is
not just Black Belt or E Dan, it is to one
day become a Master. My goal is to
follow in the footsteps of Master Vaughn
and my instructors. It is to strive to
always be better and one day to be able
to be a Master to instill the same
thoughts and insight to my students.
Originally, as a white belt my goal
was just to see if I liked Tang Soo Do.
As I progressed, my goal changed. My
goal became to one day earn a Black
Belt. But being presented with my Black
Belt has again changed my goal,
because I am in awe of the happiness I
feel every time I put my dobahk on and
tie my belt around my waist. E Dan is
just the next step on the path. While
Master Vaughn’s observation was
correct, I believe that it is just as
important to think of how the Black Belt
changes the person wearing it. Some of
these changes are only achieved by
spending the required time between Cho
Dan and E Dan.
Being a Black Belt has changed me
in unexpected ways. When I began
training, I was unsure that I would ever
really excel at anything. I was an athlete,
but not one who was inherently athletic.
I was curious about martial arts, but
that’s all it really was, curious. Being a
Black Belt changed that. I hold my head
higher and stand up straighter. Since
first getting promoted I am even more
confident and happier to go to class than
before. And I know that despite my time
“away” from the dojang during the school
year, being a Black Belt for the last two
years has helped prepare me for the next
test anyway.
I have prepared in a way different
than many. I have focused on aspects of
being a Black Belt that are not about the
physical training. I realized this only as I
reflected on some of the things Master
Vaughn said while discussing the
“warrior spirit” that evening. Master
Vaughn talked about why warriors are
organized. He tried to impress on the
group that it is imperative in battle, and
preparing for battle, to be organized.
Without organization a warrior will not
succeed. While I have not had to face a
real physical battle that would affirm
Master Vaughn’s statement, the battle to

work a full time job and attend law school
in the evening demonstrates his point.
The ability to be organized and manage
my time was never as important as it has
been in the last two years. Completing
all my school assignments and duties at
work would not have been possible if I
were not organized. It was the discipline
and ability to focus that I learned in Tang
Soo Do that made that possible.
I found that I was honing the ability
to focus on one thing notwithstanding
dozens of other things going on around
me. Certainly, this comes from being in
class or teaching a class where there are
groups of people working on various
different things at once. Doing forms as
a group and repeating the highest form
while others are working on a different
one contributed to learning how to focus.
The ability to focus on what you, and you
alone, are doing came from my Black
Belt training. The day-to-day application
of this skill outside of Tang Soo Do is
tremendously valuable. During school, I
learned that I could be in the middle of a
group of students discussing all sorts of
things and yet, I continued to focus on
the case I was reading.
Receiving my Black Belt instilled me
with the confidence to try out for a mock
trial team. Easily, I stood up in front of a
group of people and loudly and
confidently gave a “closing argument” in
a case. Certainly, the confidence I
gained assisting Mr. and Mrs. Powell
with their class last summer overrode
any fear or doubt I had. Certainly,
having gup students look up to me and
ask for my help has taught me how to be
a better Black Belt. Certainly, this growth
and confidence is needed to pass the
test in September.
Master Vaughn noted that patience
is important for Black Belts. While he
didn’t use the word patience, I think that
is part of what he meant. He was talking
about what it takes to become a Master;
persistence, practice, and repetition are
required. He reminded us that we must
repeat techniques innumerable times to
really learn them and to be able to say
we are on the path to perfecting them.
And we must be on the path to perfecting
some before learning too many, or we
will never be able to be on the path for
one. The underlying message here
seems to be that we all must have
patience. Certainly, we must
(Continued on page 11)
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E Dan Essay
(Continued from page 10)

demonstrate these same characteristics
to be promoted to any Dan, including E
Dan.
Interestingly, the physical
requirements of E Dan include only two
additional forms (above the requirements
for Cho Dan). The other physical
requirements for E Dan are virtually
identical to those required for Cho Dan.
As I reviewed the Dan manual to confirm
this, Master Vaughn’s words rang
through my mind. The requirements not
only outline what we must learn but they
set limits.
The limits exist to ensure we don’t
move so fast through the motions that we
don’t learn the proper techniques. They
exist to ensure that we begin to
appreciate the essence and usefulness
of the forms. To move too fast, is to not
give each form or technique the
deference it is due. The desire to perfect
a technique before learning new ones
takes patience. While Master Vaughn
discussed how patience is required to
become a Master, I know he was also
talking about what it takes to be a Black
Belt. To be promoted to E Dan, one
must focus on what one already knows
and continue to strive to perfect that
which one already knows.
I realize that I was also working on
this skill during the school year.
Mentally, law school is challenging. The
first year requires an individual to change
the manner in which she views things. It
requires people to learn many new things
and processes. But the next two years
(or for some of us, the next three) are
filled with classes where we learn some
new things, but mostly where we attempt
to perfect the skills we leaned in the first
year. Despite the fact that students take
classes with different course names or
descriptions, many of the classes are
merely attempts to perfect one’s ability to
read, write, and discern arguments for or
against a particular point. That is, the
classes are not to ensure memorization
of every point of substantive law; the
classes are to prepare people to be a
lawyer by perfecting “lawyer-like” skills.
Getting my Black Belt taught me that
I must repeat techniques before learning
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new ones. I know I cannot learn
something new until I understand the
base for the new thing. I must study the
basics to gain an understanding of them
before moving on to more complex
things. I understand why the school
makes first year students take the
courses slated for them. I know why we
take three semesters of legal writing; I
did not complain like many students.
These classes form the base. Without
the base and the patience to learn the
base correctly, it can never be perfected.
It’s like the way low block and front kick
form the base of Sae Kye Hyung Il Bu.
It’s why we learned the Sae Kye Hyungs
before Bassai or Sip Soo.
These lessons were learned, I
believe, mostly since becoming a Black
Belt. I do not believe gup students
realize how much repetition they do
because they are always learning
another five one-steps or another form.
But as a Cho Dan, that is not the case.
Soon after promotion to Cho Dan, we
learn the techniques and pattern for
Naihanchi E Dan and Bong Hyung Sam
Bu. Then we have at least two years to
work on them. Initially, it struck me as a
little strange that these were the only two
significant additional physical
requirements. However, Master
Vaughn’s discussion on what it takes to
be a Master seems to apply to the
qualifications for E Dan also. While
much of the training and preparation over
the last two years has been mental, and
done unconsciously, my lesson in
patience was a conscious one.
This conscious lesson was taught to
me at the 2003 Region 8 Black Belt
camp. While I was honored that Master
Vaughn himself presented me with my
Black Belt one evening in class because
I was unable to attend the Region 8
Championship, I missed out on the
formal ceremony of a group of students
being promoted. So I was terribly
excited at camp the following spring as
we sat waiting for names of the Cho
Dans exiting their probationary period to
be called. They would shake hands with
all the Masters and then receive their
stripe. I never saw anything like that
before. None of my instructors
mentioned that I might not receive my
stripe, so I sat waiting to hear my name.

I heard the names of all the Cho
Dans from Vaughn’s who tested with me.
I clapped and cheered for them. Then
the announcements turned to other Cho
Dans and then on to E Dans, etc. I
started to wonder why I was not called.
But I sat and waited. Then the
announcer named a few other Cho Dans.
I thought to myself that they were missed
earlier and surely I would hear my name
soon. But the announcer again started
to call the E Dans. The announcer used
the words “and finally” and called
someone else. I held my breath for a
moment.
For that brief moment I was
disappointed. There was a definite
pause in activity. In that moment, I
consciously decided that I would work
harder all summer and do my best so
that I would hopefully receive my stripe in
the fall. A split second later the
announcer called my name; I heard
“Kristen Nolan, Vaughn’s Dojang, Cho
Dan.” Admittedly, I was thrilled. But
enough time had passed that I learned a
great deal about my own ability to be
patient. Later, I learned that there was a
mix up; someone mentioned that I was
not at camp but at the last minute a
fellow Vaughn’s student alerted the
announcer to my presence so I could be
called.
This lesson in patience meant so
much to me. It was a lesson that my
Black Belt taught me. I believe I learned
it well, for I did not even entertain the
thought that I might be able to test for E
Dan as Master Vaughn discussed the
envelopes for those eligible to test in the
Black Belt meeting. Much to my
surprise, however, I received an
envelope. So, while I know I must put all
my effort into the physical aspect of
training to earn the opportunity to test in
September, certainly, learning these
lessons as a Black Belt has prepared me
mentally for the E Dan test.
Master Vaughn said so much when
he said that a “Black Belt changes the
world wherever [she] goes.” On its face
alone that statement means a great deal.
The lessons I learned while preparing to
test for E Dan will hopefully help me live
up to Master Vaughn’s statement.
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Getting Laid Off: The Tang Soo Do Way
By Ali Williams, E Dan
Tuesday morning, June 14, 2005,
11:30 am. I am sitting in the head office
of the company I work for. My supervisor
and the office manager sit across from me
behind a large oak desk.
“It has come to our attention that you
have been seeking employment
elsewhere. Unfortunately this means we
have to let you go.”
This is the office manager. He’s
performing the worst part of his job, the
part he likes the least. He looks solemn
and serious as he lowers the boom on
me. He’s a nice guy, really. He’s got a
nice wife, and a whole bunch of kids, all
cute as buttons…
“Jerk!” I thought. Actually, that’s a lie.
My first thought is too nasty to be printed
here.
Now, don’t get me wrong. I’m hoping
you don’t think the title of this essay
implies that Tang Soo Do was why I was
laid off. On the contrary. As a Tang Soo
Do practitioner, I am used to studying the
step-by-step outlines for hyungs, onesteps, and self-defense techniques
provided in our textbook. Tang Soo do
may be about self-defense, but many of
its components/ foundations/principles are
applicable to everyday situations. Could
Tang Soo Do provide step-by-step
outlines to handle real-world situations?
Like being laid off, for example?

Step 3. Study your opponent.
I start listening to what my Office
Manger is saying. I study his posture, his
body language. I see how tense he is in
his shoulders, and how both he and my
supervisor avoid any steady eye contact
with me. They say I need to leave
immediately. They say that I can come
back later for my personal items. I ask a
question, a simple one really, nonconfrontational, but probing.
“What happens next?”
Their answer tells me all I need to
hear. Now it’s a matter for human
resources. I realize that in many ways,
these two guys are just as clueless as I
am.
Why am I getting laid off? Well there
are reasons, and then there are reasons.
They give me all sorts of reasons why I
shouldn’t be laid off. They say that I am a
hard worker. They like what I’ve done.
It’s nothing personal.
I’ve thought long and hard and very
carefully. I’ve analyzed my actions. Is
there a reason why they are doing this?
I’ve consulted with folks who know the
corporate world and looked upon the
situation dispassionately and without
prejudice. We come up with a simple,
concrete answer.
They are idiots.
If I were a different man, things would
Step 1. Remain calm.
have occurred differently. If I were a more
Alright, I am calm… Cool and calm… dynamic sort of guy, the type of guy who
Like a cucumber… That’s a weird
yells and screams and gets tough when
saying…because cucumbers aren’t really he gets angry, things would be different.
cool… French vanilla ice cream… Now
Maybe I wouldn’t feel so stupid and
that’s cool… Darn near frosty!
helpless. But that’s not me. I am not the
That’s me. French vanilla ice cream. type of guy who flies off the handle, no
matter how angry I get. And right now I
While my office manager speaks of
am very angry.
the unfortunate necessity of kicking my
Instead I let them know that I will be
black butt to the curb, I picture bathtubs
collecting my things immediately. I leave
full of sweet, smooth, French vanilla ice
the office rudely, without saying anything
cream.
else.
Step 2. Remember your breathing.
Ooooh…! Thanks for the reminder… Step 4: Ask yourself, “What would a
Tang Soo Do Black Belt do?”
Breathing… Yes, that’s the ticket…
I know a lot of Tang Soo Do Black
Breathing gets oxygen into my system,
Belts, and they come from many walks of
oxygen activates my ki, energy starts
flowing to the brain, and that helps me to life. I know for a fact that many of them
have experienced what it feels like to be
think. I consult my inner workings:
laid off. In fact, Master Vaughn once told
How long has it been since my last
me about a situation where a guy at work
breath?
was really giving him a hard time.
Fifteen minutes ago, my lips inform
Although his situation was slightly
me. We’re turning blue.
different than mine, I wonder if I can use
I take a breath. And another breath. his method of conflict resolution in this
And another…
case. I sport an evil little smirk thinking of
Dragons Den

how I could deal with my supervisor...
But, remember Step 4 does not
instruct you to ask what “Master Vaughn”
would do, but what a “Black Belt” would
do. See, for legal reason’s it’s very
specific.
The Black Belt manual says:
Black Belt represents mastery,
calmness, dignity and sincerity.
It means that in order to master a
situation, you must be mature enough to
act calmly, smart enough to conduct
yourself with dignity, to execute your
plans with a sense of self-respect, and be
humble enough to proceed with sincerity.
I stand up and walk to my
supervisor’s office. I do one of the
hardest things I have ever done in my life.
I say to him:
“Hey, I just want to thank you for the
opportunity for working here. I consider
myself lucky that I got to work at this
company.”
I shake his hand.
I say the same thing to my office
manager.
And then I leave. I consult with
friends who know the corporate arena. I
make plans. I execute them with mastery.
Listen, if the worst thing that happens
to me this year is getting laid off, I will
consider myself lucky. I am just thankful
that I have the type of friends and family
that provide support through events like
these. There are other companies, and
there are other jobs, believe me. Life
happens, things work out. One thing I do
know is that I have a Black Belt from the
World Tang Soo Do Association. Once
you have gone through the experience of
earning that, you really can handle
anything.
And that’s the quintessential truth,
Ruth!
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
May

June

July

Adults
Audubon Dojang
Audubon YMCA
Boyertown
Phoenixville
Pottstown

Jenifer Mudd
Brianna Warrleman
Bill Boyd
–
–

Steve Kirshenbaum
–
–
Jack Cox
–

Rich Wolfram
–
Bob McNamara, Jr.
Anil Menon
–

Youth
Audubon Dojang
Audubon YMCA
Boyertown
Phoenixville
Pottstown

Ruben Sidhu
–
Reed Frame
Bruno Bonett
–

David Guggeis
Jacob Quin
–
Katie Maningas
Joshua Buck

Chris Anderson
Kenneth Parkinson
Reed Frame
Hummad Mirza
Cameron Williams

Special Dragons

Westen Babb

Jesse Mandel

–

And to the following new and recently promoted Black Belts:
Cho Dan
Mrs. Lisa Mentley

E Dan
Mr. Nick Lucas
Mr. Josh Lucas
Ms. Lauren Luneau
Ms. Jenn Luneau
Mr. Ed Newman
Ms. Kelley Newman

Sam Dan
Mrs. Liz Francis

Youth Black Belt Camp — June 2005:
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July Maintenance Testing

S.T.A.R Women’s Self-Defense Clinic

Tell us what you think!
Tsdnewsletter@yahoo.com

Please give us feedback on any of the
following. Send an article to liven up the
material! We appreciate your input!

• Send an article or pictures
• Suggestions for newsletter content or
layout

• Comments on specific articles
• Comments on specific events
• Any future events you would like to see?
• Any events that were disappointing?

Want Ads!!!

• Students or Parents with
computer skills that will
help the Dojang. Please
call Mr. Vu or Master
Vaughn at the Studio!
Many skills are needed!

• Cho Dan Bos! You
should be assigned to a
committee or a Black
Belt for assistant
teaching. Please
contact Mr. Altiere if you
are not already
assigned.

Why?

Dragons Den
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Vaughn’s Dojang Second Annual
Support the Troops Drive!
We are again soliciting contributions for the troops in Iraq. We are going to “adopt”
Brandon Vaughn’s former unit, which is due to rotate back to Iraq shortly.
However some of you may know troops in other units,
and we’ll support them too, so let us know who they
are.
Last year, we learned that the troops’ clothing and
hygiene needs are pretty well met by their service
supply chain. It’s the extras that are really popular. To
encourage uniformity, we’d like folks to collect the
same items, listed below. You can either do your own
shopping, or donate to our fund and let us do the shopping. Letting us do
the shopping enables us to either get a 10% discount or free shipping direct to the soldiers. We can
also get the tactical gloves at half-price! So letting us shop helps get the most from your donation
dollars.

The most popular items are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy bars such as HOOAH! bars or PowerBars
Tuna or salmon products in foil pouches or flip-top cans
Beef jerky, in various flavors
Wrigley’s gum in the multi-packs they sell in the candy aisle
NOMEX tactical shooting gloves *
Letters from anyone, kids, adults, no matter
Used Beanie Babies for the troops to give to Iraqi children
We will purchase the gloves and HOOAH! bars in bulk
to get the discounts and/or free shipping. Make your checks payable to VFMA,
and write “Support the Troops” in the memo line. We’ll take any size donation;
all are appreciated, from a couple packages of gum to whatever donation you
feel you can make. To put it in perspective, a
single troop package of a pair of gloves, a box of
15 HOOAH! bars, some jerky, tuna and gum will
run about $50 per troop. Everything will be
appreciated, even if all you can do now is send a letter. The most important thing
is to let them know that we care!

Bring your donations to class or to the main Dojang in Audubon. Runs from now until Labor Day
weekend.
* Only for troops on patrol duty—the rifles get HOT in the desert sun! We need more snack items
than gloves for non-patrol personnel. We will ensure gloves are needed before purchasing them.
Dragons Den
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